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it to the next generation. The implication certainly is, the time has now come

when the Lord is going to allow Jeru° to be destroyed. As you look at

international conditions today, you see the way the &x=wxbx*= Communists are

wt constantly extending their force, conquering more and more areas, becoming

stronger and stronger, and as you see the way that the Western nations are

drawing back into their little personal jealousies and spite spites against

each other, and are cutting down on their mix forces and the way that tU the

nations are being filled with Communist propaganda, you just wonder whether

we are not in a similar situation. You just wonder whether something of the

misery that was ahead for them might not be ahead for us. I was reading

yesterday Michener's account of the Kent State situation, and he told how

when he went there to look into it after those men had been killed there,

he went and stayed some weeks and gathered material,and wrote a book about

it. One of the professors in the university came to see him, and this man

said, "I hear you are gathering material; I thought maybe you would be

interested if I would talk to you and tell you something about the situation."

He said, "I certainly would be." "Well," the man said, "I want you to know my
(1?)

position," he said, "my viewpoint," kezsa*d; "I am a Libertarian I Communist."

Well, now, for this professor to say he was a Libertarian Communist showed
libertarian(?)

showed how very, very deeply he had been brainwashed, bacause that's like

saying that you are a white blackboard. It is just an absolute contradiction

in terms to speak of a libertarian Communist. What he meant was that U he

was one was against all the controls in our present nation, against all of

them, but who desired to substitute it (?) the Communist system which

he either does not an know, or does not realize, or ;tries to forget the

fact, tMXmzm that (?) libertiem (?) would destroy all liberty,

and make everyone the slave to the state. t
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